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Today was the second day of the class cycle, with different classes from 

yesterday, with a much larger student count. More significantly, today is when I 

have my two most strenuous meetings of the week, the first being the research 

group meeting at 4:00PM, the second being the Engineers Without Borders 

executive board meeting at 7:00PM. Classes today, in fairness, functioned fairly 

smoothly, apart from some incidents in which students, likely incredibly bored, 

started manipulating the editing function inscribed as part of the online lecture 

platform (Zoom). To a large faction of the class’ entertainment, the other’s visible 

frustration, and the professor’s complete dismay, they were playing a game of tic-

tac-toe on the side of the screen. Thankfully, the tomfoolery was ceased by the 

teaching assistants very soon into the class, and the remaining portion was not 

much different than yesterday’s; boring, unengaging, yet still very practical and 

functionable. I would say this description adequately applied for both classes.  

In terms of both meetings, I was very pleasantly surprised. Zoom is quite 

adequately fit for group conversations, especially conversations that center around 

a single speaker at a time. With a screen-sharing function, a clear microphone, and 

artificial intelligence that assigns the screen to whoever is speaking, both meetings 

functioned relatively smoothly; nevertheless, there were several instances of a 

speaker disconnecting mid-call, or screen freezes that hindered presentations, due 

to the bandwidth required to sustain such videocalls. The variance in internet 

quality and infrastructure between different students’ current living environments 

and locations makes this inevitable, however, and is a reality that we are forced to 

come to terms with. So, with collective agreement across both meetings, the 

disruptions were not deemed severe nor long enough to be significantly 

aggravating, and we will continue with this form of operation for the remainder of 

the semester. As I write this it is 10:00PM, and as I hinted yesterday, the studying 

process is greatly facilitated by the fact that the dining hall and computer lab, now 



 

 

essentially my study space, are in the same building. Time that I would regularly 

waste walking substantial distances is now recovered, as well as energy expended 

in the process. However, I am still maintaining a consistent home work-out routine, 

and take regular walks around my dormitory compound to ensure that I get the 

necessary physical activity to maintain my physical health and mental wellbeing.  


